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to discourage

deeper

feelings.

So, I would aspire

to be

a good friend.
The forty-five

minute

drive to the country

former Mogul greats brought

us to another

the one in Agra with its walled palace,
Gopi had stayed behind
complex

in Agra,

Red Fort similar

courtyards

locals who were enjoying

and mosque.
the

been built near a lake, but now
We toured

the grounds

the quiet surroundings

other locabs were on their way to the mosque
er was cutting
was sweeping

near the mosque

what we had seen that day.
by the history

tones of Shah Jahan's
only left a lasting

I discovered

made it through
disappointed

retiring.

Muslim

on

over-

leaders had not

but they had also

which became our visual

introduction

we were to encounter.

By some miracle,

the day's aetivities,

to have missed

reed broom.

and the romantic

to our hotel, we readied ourselves

of travel before

and a sweeper

that I was simply fas-

These wealthy

to Islam, the next major religion

A garden-

to rest and reflection

impact on Indian history,

left an_architectural-legacy

Returning

to pray.

using the customary

of the Mogul rulers
life.

among

as we were.

the grass with an old push lawn mower

The serene setting was conducive

his IV.

to

so Neil let us look through

only the dry lake bed remained.

behind

of

on our own.

The Fort had originally

cinated

residence

for a new day

the sick ones had

and Robert,

although

very

seeing the Taj, was glad he had stayed

for he was feeling much better

and the doctor had removed
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Agra to Jaipur
Saturday, March 13
By 7 A.M. we were driving
the capital

city of Rajasthan

later, we entered

over rough roads towards
state, 150 miles west.

the gates of this walled

Before our late tour of the open-air
tory, Neil gave us just enough
rooms warning

Jaipur,

Ten hours

city.
astronomical

observa-

time to drop our belongins

us to make sure that our windows

in our

were locked.

keys had rull rights in this city and their vandalizing

IvIon-

of hotel

rooms was common.
Meeting
complex

our guide at the observatory,

and the instruments

warrior-astronomer
founded Jaipur

it contained

Maharaja

in 1727.

he explained

had been designed

the construction

observator:j.es in Banaras, ..
De.lhi. and Ujjain.
for his scientific

abilities

as a soldier, builder

preciated

by the Mogul Emperor Aurangzeb.

Rajasthan

State, this prince

Amber Palace before moving

and diplomat,

several

sky.

Here/using

strated

sundials

the second.

Walking

ran9ing

Not only was Jai
genius, but for his
being greatly

As the Maharaja

the small

to heights

phenomenal

apfor

of 90 feet pierced

sundials,

accuracy

fenced complex
the

our guide demon-

in measuring

time to

over to two black and white striped half

sphere.s,each sphere representing
zodiac readings

of the

the capi tal_seven ~iles __!-o Jaipur.

one of the smaller

the sundial's

and

first ruled from the fortified

Our guide then led us through
where

by the

Jai Singh II. who also designed

He also oversaw

Singh held in high esteem

that this

was explained

six months,

to us.

their functions

in
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For a panoramic
climb the highest

view of Jaipur,

sundial.

rest of us climbing

our guide suggested

Ross stayed behind

the steps to the top.

up, we met a turbaned

sweeper in white who defiantly

smooth outer ledge from which

a fall would

The view from the small observation
vealed one of India's best planned
crenellated

wall surrounded

of rose pink colored
and Neil referred
surrounded

l)~~.century
Leaving

stone.

finished

were dipped

~

products

tablecloths
-- ----

were attractive,

an unlevened

constructed
why the guide
as .rno.s
t.Ly
roae-±hEL

workmanship.
factory

into wood blocks.

on sheets of muslin
of bright dyes.

The

and could be used as draperies,

we freshened
restaurant

up for dinner.

All to-

where Neil ordered

an

Here, for the first time, we tasted ~,

Indian bread.

a thing of the past.

designs

high

-

to a nearby

Indian meal for us.

a~d artistic

in ink and stamped

to our hotel,

gether, we walked

and houses

into large containers

and -bedspreads.
- - - ~~

Returning

A twenty.foot

hills~_~even_miles_D9rth

intricate

to

at the top. re-

Graeme drove us to a muslin

carving

which were then dipped

cities.

brill~~nt

the observatory,

These carvings

refused

as the "Fink City. "~ !Laipur

Amber_Falace_of

where we saw craftsmen

of the way

surely have been fatal.

Now we could understand

fortified

the

forcing us to the

platform

its buildings

to Jaipur

~r~gged

to photograph

Two-thirds

let us walk on the steps he had just cleaned,

that we

Good bread,

We finished

which our waiter called

chai.

added to our ever expanding

as we knew it, was almost

our good meal with delicious

Both narn and chai would now be

--

international

--

vocabulary.

tea
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Jaipur to New Delhi
Sunday, lVIarch14
Boarding

(capital of India)

the bus around

by a woman begging
from leprosy,

6: 50 A. IVi.,

for baksheesh.

Shrouded

in black

and suffering

her torso rested on a small wooden platform

rolled on little wheels.

Knobs,

she continued

While a crowd gathered

her plea with pathetic
Jaipur,

eyes and a toothless

Neil told us that before

driving

palace.

a quiet town caught
Graeme parked

This former capital

faces,

their ankles.

smile.

caravan

city was now merely

up in its past,~·piomot;d,r:~l:g~'t;o:Urist
trade.
the bus near several

These huge animals were decked
painted

nearby,

on to New

Delhi, we would first stop at Amber and take an elephant
up to its hilltop

which

which had been her hands, pushed

her around the streets of Jaipur.

Leaving

some of us were detained

elephants

in bright

some wore harness

and their drivers.

coverings,

had elaborately

bells and others wore.cbells around

Each one was saddled with a wood platform

cushioned

by pillows.
'1'0

height

mount the elephants,
to the elephants'

we climbed

backs.

with

the riser, four of us cautiously
driver,

straddling

the palace.
thought

caravan

an

mounted

the elephant's

Our eight elephant

a cement

neck,

animal standing
the platform

beside

while the

steadied>it.

ready, we made a slow ascent to

With each step, the platform

we would falloff

riser equal in

tipped dangerously.

until we discovered

We

the trick of sitting

back to back for better balance.
The slow winding_ride
hills wa~~~ve~
---

--

---

---

skirting

quickening
.-.-----

.--

a calm lake through

my imagination

-~---

----

the

of the grand ele-

--

--~
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phant caravans
vehicles

of old carrying

interrupted

we beheld

Our drivers

the quiet.

an imposing

levels, predominantly

became

their animals

To avoid an incident,

liberties

of moments

the girls laughed

measures

to deter the drivers

platform.

ago, he began expounding

Ignoring

about the

telling us that it was the greatest._architecturai

time, the palace
piped water,

waste disposal

We rambled
ing palace

comforted

through

apartments,

its residents

Far advanced

three temples,

Panels of alabaster

Outside

with

audience

whi.ch from different
Precise

as

courtyard

pleasure

marble

house and audience
but now dulled

fine inlay work in palest

our guide had us congregate

carving

of a flower on the wall

angles looked like a butterfly

and delicate

and surround-

hall.

one of these buildings

in front of an intricate

for its

and air-conditioning.

the rose fragrant

hues filled the gracious

achieve-.

with such amenities

hall· onc·e ainte<! in a variety. o!_ br~ght ~ol6rs,
with time.

it off;

they might take with us.

ment of its kind in the state of Rajasthan.

as well.

platform.

them under their arms

met our guide below the dismountinq

the commotion
palace,

built on different

to a dismounting

fresh with them~lifting

from any further

the palace

were very shocked when the

but the rest of us took preventive

'VIe

No

of Mogul design.

guided

to the platform.

Entering

structure

The first of the girls to dismount
drivers

and their consorts.

were allowed. on the road; only the jingling bells and

our conversations
gateway,

emperors

or a scorpion

works like this graced the buildings
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everywhere, displaying
other superior

not only Mogul art, but also the art of

craftsmen

who desired

to please

their rulers

with nothing but the best.
Before returning
inside the chamber

to the elephants,

of mirrors,

of its kind in the world.

which he boasted

mirrors.

a candle dazzling

with diamonds.

The tour over, we had a snack of delicious
and were soon driving
in need of repair,
We arrived

on__a_paved

imbursinq

in the late afternoon,

restaurant.

He cautioned

Therefore,

numbers.

on thus far.

findinq

Neil suggested

our

causing

re-

en mass on the same

to feed simultaneously

them to exit quickly

through

we should enter these establishments

After dinner

several

rates with Sundowners

us not to descend

Thirty or more mouths

panic the proprietors
door.

Though

at the TI~CA.

we could try at reasonable

us.

in Amber

road built by the British.

Since the Y served only breakfast,
restaurants

yogurt

it was the best road we had traveled

in India's capital

accommodations

and walls

With the door closed, we

until the guide lighted

us with a room sparkling

us

was the finest

A small room, its ceiling

were covered with tiny mosaic
were in utter darkness

our guide herded

could
the back

in small

we were to meet at the bus at 6:45 for our

ride to the Red Fort where we would see the "Sound and Light Show."
Leaving
off through

our luggage

Tanya, Jen and I set

the busy streets of New Delhi for the Standard

Here we·observed
prosperous

in our rooms, Nino,

another dimension

businessman

of Indian

society,

and his family enjoyinq

Restaurant.

that of the

good food and ex-
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cellent

service.

entrees,

we chose roast chicken,

accompanying
against

From the menu of both eastern

and western

sliced fried potatoes

fresh salad which we left untouched,

and the

a precaution

the Delhi belly.

At the appointed
Delhi.

time, Graeme drove us to the old city of

It was surrounded

Shah Jahan's

reign.

by a thick crumbling

wall built during

The capital of the Mogul Empire moved

Agra here in 1638 with the completion

from

of this five and a half

mile wall.
The Fort, its walls constructed
immense

and solid, appearing

conquer.

of red sandstone,

to be difficult

cluttered

and other splendid

Mogul

footpath

curious-looking

shops to a flat open area where an audience
Palace

for past enemies

Here we made our way by a dimly lighted

its high archway past various

was

structures

to

under

souvenir

sat facing the Imperial
spread over the expansive

grounds.
Seating ourselves
evening,

under a star-studded

the show began.

from building

to building

were recounted

The changing
as general

in English dialogue

Through these mediums,
portance

from early times,

ing provided

the despot
Mongols

Tamerlane

spotlights

of India's history

of Delhi's

strategic

and surrounding

capitals.

im-

area hav-

From here the Muslim

reigned between

1192 and 1398. Then

and his army of 'rurks and Turkic

sacked the city, brutally

moved

and music.

its location

empire of the Delhi Sultanate

colored

comments

we learned

sites for numerous

sky in the balmy

slaughtering

speaking

its inhabitants,
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building

mounds

gained control,

with their heads.

but in-turn were driven

the 15th century.
dominated

The Muslims

However,

eventually

re-

out by the Afghans

in the 16th century,

once again under Babur, the founder

Muslim

in

rule

of the Mogul

Empire.
The narration

then described

Shah Jahan's

opulent

rule.

An able but at times ruthless

leader, his treasury

of rubies and other priceless

gems and rooms full of gold were

invested
priately,

to build the Taj Mahal for his favorite

wife.

Appro-'

it was Shah Jahan who first sat upon the Peacock

of solid gold inlaid with precious
to the public
valued

of huge chests

audience

spones.

The spotlight

hall which had housed

Throne
shifted

this famous throne

in 1950 at over $30,000,000.

In 1739 the Persian,

Nadir Shah, considered

to be the last of the great Asian conquerors,
carried off this priceless

by some historians

invaded

Delhi.

throne and the famed Koh-i-noor

He

diamond

along with other treasures.
TheL~i~qi!!9_of Delhi continued

with the Hindu Mahrattas in 1771
v.ho

then lost it to the British

in 1803.

capital moved

from Calcutta

to Delhi where it remained

they finished

the construction

ficial

administrative

This presentation

In 1912 the British

the of-

center of India in 1931.
of India was fascinating,

but I was so

to retire as early

Eileen and I shared a stark fourth~story

two beds, dresser

until

of New Delhi which became

done in by the day's events that I determined
as possible.

Indian

and balcony.

The bathrooms,

happily

room with
equipped
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with warm showers

and standard

toilets,

were down the hall.

New Delhi
Monday, March 15
Breakfast
uniformed

was delightful

waiters

in the large dining

served us at round white linen covered

Today we had a choice of scrambled,
eggs.

fried,

tables.

soft or hard boiled

The narn was fresh and the chai delicious~

mosphere

room where

and the at-

was unhurried.

Our morning
of the hexagonal

was free, so Jen and I strolled
shopping

centers.

Delhi thrived with activity

As in any modern

and trade.

the number of Sikh businessmen

through

several

city, New

We were surprised

on the sidewalks.

at

Turbaned,

dressed

in suits and well fed, they were intent on the day's business
they walked briskly
some contrast

through
products

chases knowinq
selection

What a hand-

they made to the run of the mill crowd.

Browsing
papier-m~ch~

to their var±!eus appointments.

several

shops, we were captivated

from Kashmir.

However,

In the afternoon,

pieces

we boarded

by the

we made no pur~

that we would soon be in Kashmir~

of these beautiful

hopefully,

our bus for a tour of the city

by Neil., .Graeme first dr6ve us to an exclusive

sidential

district

with spacious

where we saw Indira Gandhi's

each place.
restaurants

the

would be wider-there.

eonducbed

the burial

as

re-

lawns, trees and tropical

home.

The capital

sites of Ghandi and Nehnu followed

buildings

with photo

plants
and

stops at

Graeme then clropped us off near the Y and several
for dinner.
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New Delhi
Tuesday, March

16

Today India was celebrating

Holi, a Hindu spring festival.

Consequently, Neil warned us to remain

at the Y for our safety

until the celebration

the-afternoon.

leisurely
Robert's

breakfast

had finished.in

was on the agenda followed

aged English

we had the privilege

Earlier,

invited

them to our meeting.

they sat crammed

Simply dressed

shoulder

and wearing

;with the ~ndians.

service using narn and grape
to shoulder

in ordered

the Hindu festival

heart

A sad

that followed

juice followed.

on two beds and the floor, we each
it on.

grape juice from one cup in like manner.
quiet while outside

Then we drank the
Robert

conducted

the frenzied

this

sounds of

raged.

Back in our rooms,each
was over.

of us kept ourselves

High on my list was washing

but sleep was my priority,

so I thought

ever, the constant

ruined my attemp~

drumming

natives

danced

busy until the
and writing,

I'd try that first.

How-

leading me to the

From there I looked on the backyards

where excited

sandals"

their lives to Christ.

b~oke off-a piece of narn and passed

celebrating

room and had

when they told of the ostracism

many Indians who commit
A communion

two middle-

in the room with the rest of us, relating

note was interjected

balcony.

in

in India for several

Tanya had met them in the dining

stories of their interactions

sacrament

of meeting

ladies who had been missionaries

years.

Sitting

by devotions

room.

At devotions,

warming

So another

and jumped about.

of humble

dwellings

The women were out
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of sight, only the men participated.
on an old inverted

washtub

Some drummed

while others yelled

bright paint on each other.

Their enthusiasm

ecstatically

and threw mud and
continued

until

late afternoon.
At sunset, we ventured
New Delhi had returned
splotched

clothes

out into the city in small groups.

to normal with only the mud and paint-

of the natives

reminding

us of· the reason for

our day's confinement.
On our way to the Kwality
with whom I was walking
touches

and grabs

subjected

Restaurant,

began commenting

a couple of the girls
about the seductive

they and other girls in our group had been

to in India.

Except

for the elephant

drivers'

inci-

dent, these tales were news to me.

But just then a local walking

towards me wrenched

in passing,

the crowd.
the incident
Jenhad

my left breast

My shock and anger gave way to laughter
to the girls who hadn't

Tricia,

Pretty and blonde,

even noticed.

"It's a Boris."

the youngest

short and plump,

member

During dinner,

the phrase,

at the university.

willingly.

Tricia's

chang~

as the case war-

nickname.

these girls had met three Sikhs who were

Jen was at first dubious
accepted

of our group.

Tricia had coined

ing it to "That's a Boris',"o!l:l
,"What a Boris!"

students

friend,

Soon we were all using this funny phrase,

In time Boris became

into

as I related

eaten dinner with Lesly and her giggling

eighteen-year-old

ranted.

disappearing

The students

and cautious

aske~ tl1_e_gir_ls
out ,

while the other two

At the last minute,

she threw caution

to
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the wind and ioined them.
I happened
her date.

to be in the bathroom

They had all walked

met other students.
especially
bangle~

Although

glad to be moving

a steel

when she returned

from

to a disco where they danced

and

they had had a good time, Jen was
on.

Her date had given her a steel

sword charm and a "serious" proposal

of marriage!

New Delhi to Jammu
Wednesday, March 17
I

On the road at 8 A.M., Neil told us that our next important
stop, Srinagar,
driving,
compose

Kashmir,

was two driving

days away.

a quick lunch break and a couple of
these days.

Thirteen

hotel on the outskirts

Although
grateful

exhausted

for the modern

carpeting.

Earlier

the Himalayas.

that day, Neil had telegraphed

tractive

except

the manage-

and rice dinner order and our apTo have comfortable

meal waiting

rooms and to

for us raised our weary spirits.

I roomed with Molly who had stoically
Nepal.

cooler here

hotel with every convenience.

time of arrival.

find this delicious

It was noticeably

at our

by our longest drive to date, we were

ment giving them our chicken
proximate

stops would

hours later, we arrived

of Jammu.

as we were once again nearing

100

Therefore,

endured

Of Irish descent, with black hair gently

the wog since

framing her at-

face, she told me she was on her way to London to marry

her boyfriend

who was waitinq

for her there.

